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Abatroct 

For the Fermilab Tevatron low beta insertions 
installed in 1990-1991 (~8 part of a luminosity 
upgrade there were built approximately 25 
superconducting cold iron quadrupoles ntiliring L 
two layer CO8 28 coil geometry with 70 mm 
diameter aperature. The field harmonics and 
strength. of these magneb obtained by measurement 
at cryogenic conditions are presented. Evidence for a 
longitudinal periodic Btructure in the remnant field 
in shown. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The low-beta insertions installed in the 
Fermilab Tevatron in 1990-1991 at the BO (CDF) 
and DO interaction regions include several devices 
containing new high gradient quadrupoles of the so- 
called “717” design crew aection [II. Table 1 
enumcraten the devices containing “717” 
quadrupolw; it can be seen that only four diierent 
magnetic lengths are involved. The Ql and QS 
magnets were made so aa to be interchangeable in 
the accelerator. The TSK and TSJ devices are spool 
piecea similar to the conventional Tevatron spoola, 
but one nested weak corrector package is replaced 
with a strong “717” trim quadrupole. 

Table 1 

Low Beta Insertion Components Containing 
“717” Crow Section Design Quadrapoles 

Lattice NOlIlid Number of Excitation 
Designation Magnetic 

Length 
Magnets Current at 

Built Tested 1 TeV 
(4 (4 

TSJ 0.61 s s 4652 
TSK 0.81 4 s 4852 

Q$Q5 1.40 12 11 
s.s5 

2011/2521 
4 4511 

:: 
s.55 E 5 4511 
5.59 5 5 4740 

Thin quadrupole is a cold iron two shell magnet in 
an SSC dipole-like cryostat. Each pole has 19 inner 
and 28 outer layer turns of S6 strand Rutherford 

30psratsd by Unirernitiar Reaesrch Awxiation, Inc., 
under contract with U.9 Department of Energy. 

style superconducting NbTi cable. The nominal 
copper to superconductor ratio is 1.5:1. The strand 
insulation is copper oxide. The cable twirt pitch in 
72 mm (except for 81 mm in a few reela at the 
end of the cabling rnr, 
29.1 T/m/kA. At 4.6 Ii 

The nominal gradient is 
operating tempvatun these 

quadrnpoles quench around 5200 A [Z]. 

II. FIELD HARMONICS 

A. Notation and Conventiona 

It in conventional to report field harmonics in 
a two dimensional transverse representatiion with 
the implicit understanding that except for the ends 
there is no significant longitudinal variation. The 
representation wed hem is 

B,- a, = Q & (am - *%Jb/V (1) 

where I = x + iy, R is 8 normalirtition radios 
conventionally taken aa 25.4 mm for Tevatron 
components, Q is the quadrupole strength in tesla, 
and a (b ) arc the skew (normal) harmonic 
eoeffci&ts. % thii representation the 8 and b arc 
dimensionless but their numeric v&e: depen% on 
the choice of R. It is conventional to suppress a 
factor of 10” , which resulta in the harmonic 
coefficienta beuxg reported in “units”. The 
coordinate system origin is such that a0 = b, = 0, 
i.e., there in no dipole. The coordmate ayatem 
orientation is such that at = 0 and b, = 1. In a 
perfectly symmetric quadrupole the “allowed” 
harmonic coeffIcienta b n=1,5,9,... may have non- 
sero values determined f$ details of the design; all 
other harmonic cocflicients would be sero. To the 
extent that the “non-allowed” harmonic arise from 
geometric imperfections in the u-built magnets, they 
are usually independent of excitation current, but 
symmetry may also be violated by dilferences in the 
properties of the superconductor in the constituent 
sub-coils. The allowed harmonics show behavior 
(hysteresis ud titi dependence) depending on the 
excitation hiitory. 

B. Harmonier Mearurement System 

The field harmonica were measured cold using 
the system previously employed for the Tevatron 
arc quadrnpolea and the initial low beta insertion 
quadrupoles at BO (CDF) [SI. A 100&y fitting 
flexible double-walled vacnum inn&ted warm bore 
was threaded through the magnet beam tube to 
enable the 2.588 m long harmonic probe to operate 



at room temperature. The length of the Q2, Q4 
(QS) m*gnete required measuring in 2 (S) end-to- 
end longitudinal positiona *nd combining the data 
to obtain the average harmonice for the magnet. 
The tranrveree position of the warm bore (and 
therefore of the harmonic probe) relative to the 
m*gnct coil WM not mechanically well controlled. 
It wan rslumed that the probe rotated with its axis 
parallel to but displaced fmm the magnet coil axis; 
the dipole signal meluured by the probe ww need 
to infer the displacement, and the measured 
humonier were “ehifted” to * coordinate system 
tranevereely centered on the magnet. The 
mechanica of the setup suggested that this method 
ehoald indicate the pmbe axis lay below the magnet 
ti by 1.0 to 2.5 mm. 

The run-t-run reproducibility of the low order 
harmonics of intereet wae consistently better than 
0.1 unite. Uncertainties Msociated with the M-built 
pmbe geometry and the validity of the assumptions 
in the ehifting procedure suggest the low order 
harmonica hsve an absolute accuracy nearer to i0.6 
tit,. 

The data were taken M followe. A standard 
excitation “pre-ramp” w*e done followed by 
ramping at 25 A/e to the fit target current. The 
current w*e held constant and the measurement 
started abont 60 seconds later. Thin delay wan not 
reIl regulated, and to come extent the meaning of 
the values of the allowed harmonice WM degraded 
by the time dependence e&et in these magnets 141. 
Upon completion of the messurement at * given 
current the magnet wan ramped at 25 A/n to the 
next target current and the procedure repeated. 

C. Harmonic Data 

Table 2 shows selected harmonic coefficients 
obtained at * nominal 4250 A excitation on the np 
ramp together with corresponding data from the 
original Tevatmn M quadrupolea 151. 

Table 2 

Selected H.wmonic Coellicients of 51 Low Beta 
and -200 Tevatron Arc Quadrupoles 

Low beta Tevatron M 
Harmonic Mean Standard Mean Standard 
coeflicient (unite) deviation (units) bits) d;p$ 

$ 
-0.4s 
0.82 0.1s 

s.11 
0.76 1.88 

2.85 
3 

1.25 1.96 0.95 S.69 
s.41 

2 -0.30 0.16 E -0.45 -0.20 0.74 1.97 

% *4 
-0.25 0.65 -0.72 0.80 
-5.58 1.62 -1.91 1.70 

z 0.04 0.05 0.61 0.50 0.21 0.05 0.44 0.28 
*s 0.11 0.57 0.15 0.29 

D. Diacurrion of Data 

Coil dimensional data obtained during 
fabrication ahowed the new quadrupolcs h*ve more 
uniform sub-coils than the Tevatron qusdrupolee 
had. So the naeu* of distributions of their non- 
allowed coefficients were expected to be ne~*~le; 
and the distribution widtha smaller. 
entries show this has oecnred. The unexpectedly 
large width of the *a distribution, which hse 
contributions from all four cold masses, is not 
understood. 

The normal 12-pole data are shown in detail 
in Figure 1. Although the accelerator can tolerate 
several units of normal X&pole, an effort wae made 
to keep it small. Unlike the Tcvatron wc 
quadrupoles, where the ends were compactly wound 
and the body field designed to have sufficient 
positive b, to compensate for the negative b in the 
ends, these new quadrnpolee were designed 10 have 
nearly cero b, in both the ends and body field 
separately. A copper wedge WM used in the body 
inner *hell, and spacers and different length shelle 
were used in the ends. 
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Figure 1. Normal 1.7&e data at 4250 A 

Data from the QS’e indicate that the average 
body field b, = -1.8 rtnita. The ende hsve 
sufficient negatwe bb,to produce in QS’B an average 
total b = -2.2 mnta. 
spools tie negative b 

In the short TSJ/TSK 
from the ends depresses the 

avenge total b to -#a 
the b distciboP 

tits. The large width of 
1011 is T*ble 2 cornea in part from 

combking all four cold mean lengths. 

Ill. PERIo_DIC REMNANT FIELD 

Recently at DESY it w*e observed that in 
HERA dipoles there ia * longitudinal periodicity in 
the normal eextupole and dipole at So0 A excitation 
161. The dipole oscillation amplitude is of order 
0.05 mT out of .2S T rnd the wavelength 
corresponds to the twiet pitch of the cable and no 
other longitudinal dimension of the magnet. It b an 
effect from the superconductor. The effect w** 
subsequently eeen in SSC dipoles in the remnant 
field. There have been coqjectnree that it k due to 



atend-to-errand wristion, poeaibly arising from 
coldwelda in some strand8 made during the cabling 
-. 

A hall probe detector wee used to study the 
remnant field of the Ql/QS magnet designated ee 
N54OlF; it har no known coldweldn. A holder wea 
designed to place two hall probes near the x-ads at 
x = ~16 mm to selue the total y-component of the 
field; the actual probe positions are known only to 
fl mm due to the mechanics of the warm bore 
w-. 

Figure 2 shown typicel data. The remnant field 
cofiguretion had been prepared by quenching the 
magnet, ramping it to e 4800 A flattop for 1200 
aeconde, end then ramping dorm to ,ero current at 
200 A/e. The data were taken at longitudinal 
intervala of O.bSb mm (0.25 inch); taking one 
datum required 10 aeconda, and an entire acan 
ahorn required approximately 900 seeonde. The 
upper trace wee initiated 5250 mconds after the 
return to sero cerrent. The pronounced longitudiiel 
oecillation haa wavelength of 72.0i0.7 mm, which ia 
close to the cable twiet pitch for thin magnet. The 
fell off on the right ie due to the probe exiting the 
end of the magnet. The lower trace wea initiated 
340 seconda after the return to rero current. It ia 
evident thet the amplitude of the oscillation 
decreased with time while the lower trece wee being 
&ken left to right, and it decree& further between 
ncem principally by the miniia fag. Data taken 
2.0, 4.6 and 17.6 hoom after return to mm current 
ahowed the minima conthing to ffi bat at en ever 
dower rate. 

l&l 2&a do do 560 Go 

Probe posltlon. arbltrary origin (mm) 

Fii 2. Example of periodic field 

Other preparationa of the remnant - shorter 
flattop duration and lower flattop current - rsault 
in amailer amplitude oleillatione and different time 
dependems. Note that longitudiiel ecane made et 
other places in the two diienaionai cram section 
&o ahow oeciilrtory behavior with the same wave 
length, but with diierent amplitudes and varying 
time dependencee. And it ie not universally true 
thet the amplitude decreases principally by the 
minimri fag. 

IV. INTEGRATED FIELD DATA 

The integrated gradient wu meeaured cold 
using the eeme stretched wire be system used for 
Tevatron arc qaedmpoles [S . The vsgsriea of 
magnet repair enabled N5401 r to be meamred on 
four separate occe.eions. The results auggeet e rut- 
to-run repmdocibility of tO.OS%. Systematic errors 
M thought to be considerably larger - of the order 
to-z%. 

Table S 

Integrated Field De&a at 4000 A 

Lattice 
Delignstion 

ktizted Gr$it (Tggik$) 
w en 

TSJ/TSK 17.46 17.49 17.55 
Ql/Q5 40.50 40.60 40.69 
‘$94 97.5s 91.48 97.02 

172.04 172.27 172.44 

For the shorter two cold mass lengths the difference 
between weakest and strongest device ie about 
0.46%. For the 200 original Tevatron 1.68 m long 
arc qnadrnpolcs production control of the strength 
wee LtO.2% 151. An expected, in a percentage sense 
the longer quedmpolea have lew strength verietiom. 
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